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Competition for filling nursing home beds will become more and more of a challenge.
How do you meet this challenge?
You need to present a nursing home that is attractive to prospective residents (and their relatives).
To them the most important area of your facility will be their room.
The room y
you present
p
must be tastefully
y decorated but because of space
p
limitations can only
y be
functionally furnished – this has always meant a comprise between tasteful and clinical.
Space
p
limitations and budget
g constraints make it increasingly
gy
difficult to meet resident needs and a little space needs to go a long
way to give a pleasant resident experience.
Some man
manufacturers
fact rers ha
havee no
now recognised this and are making
clinical nursing beds that would be suitable in the most gracious
home environment. Also, items of equipment that have always
been identified with sickness and care such as overbed tables can
now be removed from sight when not required, simply by being
incorporated into the bedside cabinet.

There is strong evidence that residents with more individual control over their personal space
have increased levels of comfort. A bedside cabinet placed along the side of the bed can offer
them easy access to its contents (accessed both sides) and a height adjustable bed to assist with
that access, gives the resident that independence.
• If a resident wants their glasses, the drawer is handy
• When they tire of reading their book, they can immediately put it away
• If they want their medication or a tissue,
tissue they can get them easily
• If they are drinking a cup of tea, the cabinet is handy beside the bed
• If their meal arrives, the table can be easily put in place
A more self sufficient resident reduces the amount of assistance that a nurse usually provides
and therefore frees up her time.
A bedside cabinet that offer access from both sides means positioning of
the cabinet is never a comprise and with a fold away overbed table it
maximises the use of the surface area and offers convenient storage
without sacrificing critical space and manoeuvrability.
These bedside cabinets address the competing needs of residents and
caregivers through controlling clutter and providing functional flexibility.

Combination bedside cabinets not only meet the requirements of the resident, have a
favourable p
price / q
quality
y ratio but combine well with the Burmeier range
g of beds.
Because the drawer and cabinet open from both sides the cabinet is easy to clean – no dark
corners – offering better infection prevention.

Combination bedside cabinets represent a trendsetting
innovation, designed and produced by Burmeier. A bedside
table system that does not just meet the requirements of the
resident, but offers efficiency, technology and optimum cost
effectiveness.
Web
bb
based
d research
h shows
h
that
h more than
h 80% off bedside
b d d
cabinet manufacturers in Europe offer bedside cabinet
overbed table combinations. A trend that grows in
popularity because of its successful application.
These are more than just bedside cabinets. They are
bedside cabinets that have been designed for healthcare
settings
i
and
d for
f people
l with
i h disabilities:
di bili i They
Th are about
b
multi‐functional furnishings that make life easier for
residents while in bed and for carers as well. They have a
space saving fold
fold‐out
out over bed table that can be adjusted in
height and swivels for the resident’s convenience.

